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Abstract
This study aims to explore and describe the power of implementing democratic values in the atmosphere of the Darul Istiqomah Islamic boarding school in Padangsidimpuan City. This study uses case study research with qualitative characteristics. The process of collecting data in this study through observation, in-depth interviews, and documentation studies The results of the study show: An overview of the strength of implementing democratic values in the atmosphere of the Darul Istiqomah Islamic boarding school in Padangsidimpuan City, Learning design activities, Learning process activities, Socializing activities and activities in the dormitory, Monthly activities and students' days, Civics Learning Activities, Ta'awun activities, Learning activities on fiqh and Ahklak materials, Activities giving sanctions or punishments, Flag ceremony activities and PHBN, Social and cooperation activities, Pencak Silat extracurricular activities and others.
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INTRODUCTION

Islamic Boarding Schools are religious, educational institutions that cannot be separated from the life of the Indonesian people, who are considered a religious nation. The role of Islamic boarding schools is to foster moral values, love for the motherland, and spirit. The Islamic Boarding School Law passed on October 16, 2019, encouraged Islamic boarding schools to advance various aspects such as the economy, education, social affairs, religion, and others in Indonesia. The Islamic Boarding School Law has positively and negatively affected the developing Islamic boarding schools as local geniuses in Indonesia. The advantage is being able to bring pesantren in a clearer direction. The drawback is that there is too deep intervention in pesantren households.

Islamic boarding schools are community-based educational institutions whose concepts provide treasures to the nation's culture. Islamic boarding school education provides optimal and effective time in implementing religious and moral values. In addition to being a religious institution, the capacity of pesantren has historically been able to create a religious, social order with a basic and deep understanding of Islam. In essence, educational values are now so complex, from values, aqidah, monotheism, morality, and science in the current modernization era have been fulfilled in Islamic boarding schools.

Can see a more in-depth description of pesantren education: first, spiritual values, namely the Five Souls as a light that radiates a soul of sincerity, a spirit of simplicity, independence (standing on one's own feet), a spirit of democratic ukhuwah Islam (Islamic Brotherhood) among students and a free spirit.

Second, Islam and Indonesianness, namely the value of divinity, the value of unity, and the value of social justice. Third, the integration of social values and culture based on the local pesantren culture, namely the value of equality in the
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culture of service, equality in the culture of regeneration, equality in the culture of democracy, and upholding discipline.6

Islamic boarding schools provide two levels of education: Madrasah Tsanawiyah Darul Istiqomah and Madrasa Aliyah Darul Istiqomah. Islamic boarding schools provide free tuition fees for all levels. Furthermore, students are only charged a dormitory fee of Rp. 30,000 per month, while there are no fees for orphans. Islamic boarding schools have several problems regarding tolerance, responsibility, and cooperation. The problem found in terms of tolerance is that the organization of students in Islamic boarding schools has been temporarily deactivated because there is a conflict between students caused by the abuse of authority as head of the organization.

Furthermore, from the point of view of the responsibilities of the santri (Students in Islamic boarding school) and female students, they did not participate in the routine agenda at the Islamic boarding school, such as tabi'diz, tabliq activities, then depositing verses to memorize. Another problem in Islamic boarding schools is that the collaboration between students and female students could be better. This means that students and female students still prioritize individuality compared to cooperation when educators give group assignments.

Several studies conducted by Nurfarida,7 Siswanto & Islamy,8 Another researcher from Claire-Marie Hefner,9 and Muhaemin Latif10 agree that the power of education in Islamic boarding schools aims to fortify the students from the poison that plagues Indonesian youth, namely moral decadence, poor skills, and rich prestige. Therefore, the Roudlotussolihin Islamic boarding school seeks to produce students who are good at reciting the Koran, have a high work ethic, and achieve. In addition to its establishment and development process, this Islamic boarding school certainly has strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Other research is supported by Pam Nilan,12 that education in Islamic boarding schools revolutionizes and reforms teaching and learning.

---


activities in Islamic Education by bringing noble Islamic values into real life, reformulating learning materials in Islamic education, and transforming and internalizing Islamic Education.

**METHOD**

This study uses case study research with qualitative characteristics. The process of collecting data in this study by means of observation, in-depth interviews, and documentation studies. In this research, the analysis used is descriptive analysis, namely that the data collected is then compiled, explained, and then analyzed. There are three activities in data analysis, namely. Data reduction, the data obtained from the field is summarized, then the main data is selected, and the focus is on the important things, so as to provide a clearer picture of the observations in the field. so on from research results. A variety of data will be used according to the needs of the presentation. Drawing conclusions, the initial conclusions put forward are still temporary and will change if strong evidence is found to support the next stage of data collection. However, if the conclusions in the early stages are supported by valid data, the conclusions are said to be credible.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

An Overview of the Strength of Implementing Democratic Values in an Islamic Boarding School Atmosphere.

**Learning design**

Learning design at Islamic boarding schools that Learning tools consist of annual programs (Prota), semester programs (Promes), syllabus development, and learning implementation plans (RPP). Furthermore, the learning design for democratic values appears in the core competencies (KI) and basic competencies (KD). Democratic values in learning are reflected and shown in the readiness of educators to guide and convey subject matter for students’ understanding, discussion groups assignments, and presentations, using these learning methods students have activeness, participation, teamwork in groups, and the confidence to express an opinion. In addition, students have sufficient achievements in academic and non-academic fields.

The use of various learning methods such as lectures, discussions, questions and answers, assignments, and demonstrations, can instill democratic values in students. Examples of the use of the lecture method enable students to learn to respect others, the discussion method allows students to learn to work together in study groups to dare to appear in front, learn to dare to ask questions or express opinions, the method of giving assignments can train students to think critically and so on. Based on the results of interviews with the leadership of Islamic boarding schools.
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"Educators are emphasized in making annual programs (Prota), semester programs (Promes), syllabus development, and learning implementation plans (RPP). So that learning can be well systematized and learning outcomes can be achieved according to the vision and mission of the Islamic boarding school. Learning plans made by educators indirectly refer to and rely on democratic values that will be developed. The learning design will be carried out in the implementation of the teaching and learning process in class."

Learning process

The learning process carried out in Islamic boarding schools has been democratic. Furthermore, the values that exist in Islamic boarding school learning are similarities between rights and obligations, tolerance and freedom, and responsibility and cooperation. Educators have a vision and mission to form young people who are intelligent and have noble characters so that they can be useful for families, communities, nations, and countries. As well as increasing quality of human resources in Islamic boarding schools proves that this educational institution is capable of competing in the 5.0 era with other educational institutions.\(^{16}\)

In addition to educating the students, Islamic boarding schools also form a good personality for their students. The growing democratic values are expected not only through more creative learning activities but also through good examples from the behavior of the educators themselves.\(^{17}\) Democratic values in the learning process in the classroom cannot be separated from the role of the educator. Islamic boarding school education is very dependent on the ability of educators, to create a warm atmosphere in Islamic boarding schools so that it becomes a comfortable place for students to learn as much as possible.\(^{18}\) Educators in the teaching and learning process must be fun and not boring, using a variety of teaching methods, teaching methods that are often used are the lecture method, question and answer method, discussion, assignment method, and demonstration of a way to maximize the teaching and learning process.\(^{19}\)

Educators for example have carried out and practiced democratic values because they did not discriminate between students who were smart and those who did not understand, never scolded students who could not answer, always emphasized students to ask questions they did not understand, and always encouraged students to be brave. appear in front by raising a finger before asking or giving an opinion.


The learning carried out by educators has tried to train students to implement democratic values in the teaching and learning process. Educators do not always only explain in providing material but there are opinions or questions from students which is the hope of Educators. The implementation of class discussions and presentations contains the values of freedom, both freedom of expression and freedom of association. The implementation of the question-and-answer method component in lectures varies in increasing student learning activity by learning while playing, providing motivation, and easy questions.\(^{20}\) According to Sawaluddin, the leader of Aliyah.

"Democratic values in the learning process: tolerance, is an attitude that respects and upholds the rights of each individual, both the right to worship according to their respective religions and beliefs, the right to express opinions, the right to establish social relations in the community and the rights another. Teaching and learning activities do not differentiate between one santri and another based on their status, or ethnicity. Teaching and learning activities indirectly already have a tolerance value for students where they can respect other students who are of different groups, races, ethnicities, and parents' economic levels. Cooperation, Educators always encourage students to work together in doing group assignments and working on questions together with their respective groups, students will exchange opinions and share tasks. In the process of teaching and learning carried out by educators for their students, there is good cooperation, from this good collaboration so that results can be obtained that are in line with the expectations of the pesantren."

**Awareness of difference**

The values of equality among citizens are fundamental and necessary for the development of democracy. The equality in question is the existence of equal opportunities for every citizen to show their potential. For this, hard work is needed so that there is no discrimination against ethnic groups, languages, or regions in order to uphold equality. Education in Islamic boarding schools, students have different family backgrounds. This difference, of course, is not expected to trigger divisions among the santri, meaning that if there are rich students, they will gather with the rich and vice versa, but all students can be friends with anyone regardless of their background. where is his family background? Results of interviews with leaders of Islamic boarding schools. "All the students in the Islamic boarding school are friends there is no animosity between them whether they are of different ethnicity, class, or otherwise. Educators never discriminate between us who have different ethnicities, races, and classes, but Educators always respect those who are different. The awareness to accept these differences is in line with democratic principles and values."

**Socialization and activities in the hostel.**

Social activities and activities at the Darul Istiqomah Islamic boarding school dormitory, caregivers and boarding school administrators familiarize and provide an example to students as social beings and beings who have various characteristics to want to socialize or interact

with fellow students from different regions or the surrounding community who have differences background or character. Caregivers and administrators also do not limit students from associating with anyone with a record of complying with the ethics and norms that apply in Islamic boarding schools.

Santri is emphasized to be able to understand regional diversity and invite students to appreciate differences. Because human nature is arrogant and feels the best than others, it is a natural thing. But as a human being who has faith and morality, that will never happen. In fact, the higher the knowledge one has, the more one realizes that one is nothing and the stronger the sense of tolerance within oneself. According to the Madrasah leadership, he stated that because of that he termed "The rice is fuller, the lower it is". Educators show that if the degree of a servant rises, then do not behave arrogantly and be a humble servant.

In monthly activities and santri days

Educators at Islamic boarding schools in their monthly activities provide material about tolerance and on the day of the foster students and emphasize the importance of democratic values. Material related to tolerance for students is not carried out in full. Madrasah diniyah inserts tolerance material according to the book being discussed, such as a book about morals. Furthermore, the material was given at PHBN events such as the 1st Muharram Santri Day. PHBN events at Islamic boarding schools are always lively and there are general recitations that discuss hubbul wathon minal Iman. Santri is required to take part in the study to maintain the unity and integrity of the country. The benefits for students after studying at Islamic boarding schools are to have a sense of tolerance for other people of different religions or beliefs. Based on the results of interviews with the leadership of Islamic boarding schools.

"Tolerance for students at the Islamic boarding school discusses hubbul wathon min Iman. All students are required to take part in the study, the aim is to maintain the unity and integrity of the country. For example, in each competition, especially the football competition, the students wrote the slogan NKRI at a fixed price, so the students understood that maintaining national unity cannot be paid for free and must be maintained as best as possible without any divisions. This attitude of tolerance is also a part of multicultural action, where living together in a harmonious atmosphere can only be achieved if every student has an attitude of tolerance."

In Civics Learning

Educators at the Darul Istiqomah Islamic Boarding School are not only fixated on one religious knowledge. But it includes a lot of knowledge and skills that need to be honed by students so that later they can become competent and qualified next generations of the nation. Subjects in Islamic boarding schools are adapted to the national curriculum. There is material
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about citizenship education.\textsuperscript{23} Citizenship education emphasizes the unity and unity of the Republic of Indonesia and a sense of tolerance towards the diversity and plurality of this nation.\textsuperscript{24} Based on the results of interviews with the leadership of Islamic boarding schools.

"In Islamic boarding schools have formal learning. All Islamic boarding school students are related to the application of democratic values through formal learning. The process of teaching and learning through learning Civics will grow a sense of unity, and love for the motherland and this is emphasized in the life of the nation so that mutual respect is established between citizens.

In \textit{Ta'awun} Activities (Mutual help)

\textit{Ta'awun} is an attitude that must exist in democratic education, ta’awun can provide benefits to others such as the establishment of close Islamic ukhuwah between fellow human beings. Humans are weak creatures unable to meet their own needs without the help of others. Humans to fulfill their life needs need to cooperate, help each other, provide compensation, and help in various ways. Islam highly values mutual help, and helping has become a must because whatever we do certainly requires help from others. Based on the results of interviews with the leadership of Islamic boarding schools.

“\textit{Ta’awun’s} attitude towards the surrounding community is one of the activities that has become the monthly agenda of the Islamic boarding school. The students clean the gutters, the yard of the hut, and the room where they study and also help the kyai clean up the workspace. Furthermore, ta’awun activities instill social values for all students and a sense of discipline and responsibility for themselves.”

In Learning Activities Material Fiqh and Ahlak

Learning Fiqh and \textit{Ahlak} at the Darul Istiqomah Islamic Boarding School is the process of activities that are able to shape student democracy by giving students the right to convey their ideas or ideas. Fiqh and morals material in active student learning activities. Educators act as guides for students because the Islamic boarding school wants students to have great critical thinking. \textit{Haflah} activities at the boarding household a debate competition, this competition produce generations who think critically and have broad insight.

Forming discussion forums during learning at madrasah diniyah as a form of students' nationalism values in democratic matters. Discussions at Islamic boarding schools are important to be applied by active students and expressing opinions to appear confident, and the role of educators as facilitators and mediators.\textsuperscript{25} Based on the results of interviews with Ummi Siti Aminah.
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“There are several according to his papa-para, the things that should be developed in Islamic boarding schools are to give voting rights to students during formal learning, then in the teaching and learning process there is an emphasis on group work, its function is to give them space for discussion and convey the results of their discussions to other friends, then friends whom others listen and give rebuttals to the group. In this way, Islamic boarding schools train students to be confident in expressing their opinions.”

In Punishment Activities
Justice is an attitude in which a person is impartial except for the truth and is able to act fairly to everyone in accordance with the rights he has obtained or a condition of truth morally and impartially because of friendship, racial equality, nationality, or religion (belief). At the Islamic boarding school, sanctions for violations are divided into three categories: category one (minor violations), first verbal warning, second verbal warning, and verse memorization according to level, third verbal warning, and apology to all educators. The second category (Severe Violations), the first is an oral warning and washing the toilet, the second is an oral warning and a warning letter (SP-1) and calling parents, the third is an oral warning and a letter of agreement (SP-1) and calling parents and other sanctions imposed deem necessary such as suspension to dismissal without honor, category three (Very Severe) cannot be forgiven such as drugs, gambling, alcohol, and so on which are considered grave sins.

At Islamic boarding schools, giving ta’dzir to students who do not comply with the established Islamic boarding school rules, and punishment apply to anyone who violates and there are no gaps.26 Santri mostly breaks the rules because they don’t attend madrasah diniyah lessons and commit criminal acts such as stealing friends’ belongings and being caught having an appointment outside the hut, being caught carrying a cell phone. Islamic boarding schools provide direction and guidance regarding the rules applied in the Islamic boarding school so that they are always obeyed and implemented properly.

In Flag Ceremony and PHBN Activities
The flag ceremony and PHBN, love for the motherland is a sense of pride, belonging, respect, respect, a sense of serving, maintaining, defending, and protecting their homeland from all threats, and a sense of loyalty that every individual has in the country where he lives. reflected in the behavior of defending their homeland, guarding and protecting their homeland, willing to sacrifice for the interests of their nation and country, and loving the customs or culture that exist in their country by preserving them and preserving nature and the environment.

In Islamic boarding schools which are related to democratic values with the aim of forming the national character of the students, the habit is done on Mondays, namely always
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carrying out ceremonies at the Islamic boarding school, in the courtyard of the Islamic boarding school, and followed by all the students. The PHBN ceremony is held to commemorate the services of heroes who have preceded it and as a tribute to their services. Based on the results of interviews with the leadership of the Islamic Boarding School. "The ceremony is held routinely and during the PHBN commemoration at Islamic boarding schools on Monday and when there is a PHBN commemoration. The ceremony starts at 07.00 and until 09.00, with men wearing white clothes and headscarves. At the PHBN commemoration also in white clothes. And for the commemoration of PHBN, the ceremony is joined by other huts."

Social and cooperative activities

Social and mutual cooperation activities at the Darul Istiqomah Islamic Boarding School have a routine agenda, namely social service activities for the surrounding community, examples of moves to clean up the environment around the hut which are carried out once a month and when natural disasters occur in the surrounding environment, providing assistance and donations to people who in need, especially the surrounding community every month of Ramadan and the month of Dzulhijjah.

Santri social service activities help residents to clean up the environment this activity is carried out once a month and is assisted by the management as the coach. Every Ramadan and Qurban holiday, the pesantren also involves residents. The residents are given assistance and qurban meat so that the students become someone who is light-handed and always help other people's difficulties. The process of social activity and mutual cooperation is very self-confident and instilled in all students and a sense of empathy arises between fellow human beings, that in this life we must help each other.

In Extracurricular Activities

Extracurricular activities are formed with the aim of making students to be a generation that is tough, creative, independent, and able to adapt and be able to protect themselves from any disturbances, such as pencak silat, futsal, football, and so on. The pencak silat activities are carried out at night around the recitation activities with the kiai, after which they are carried out in the Islamic boarding school field. Pencak silat is useful for protecting students from crime.

**Table. 1**

Grouping of Islamic Boarding School Internal Resources in terms of strength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning Design</strong></td>
<td>Learning tools: Annual Program (Prota), Semester Program (Promes), Syllabus Development and Learning Implementation Plan (RPP), Buya and Ummi readiness in-class learning, discussion learning methods, presentations, and using these learning methods students have activeness, participation, cooperation in groups, and confidence to express opinions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Learning process | Buaya and Ummi often use lecture, discussion, question and answer, assignment, and demonstration methods in teaching. The implementation of this learning method is a form of democratic values in the learning process. During the learning process, democratic values can be demonstrated in several ways, including Tolerance, Cooperation, Freedom of Opinion, Freedom of Groups, Respect for People, Confidence, and Awareness of Differences. |
| Socializing And Activities In The Dormitory | The Islamic Boarding School also does not limit students from associating with anyone as long as they still adhere to the ethics and norms that apply at Islamic boarding schools, all students are joined in dormitories based on their level without any differences. The goal is for students to understand regional diversity and invite students to appreciate the differences that exist in life, which is not an easy matter. Because human nature is arrogant and feels the best than others, it is a natural thing. But as a human being who has faith and morality, that will never happen. |
| Monthly Activities and Santri Day | Recitation, discussion of ageedah moral material, the importance of maintaining Islamic ukhuwah between fellow human beings, and also material related to hubbul wathon. As for the provision of material during the commemoration of events on the day of students, 1 Muharam, Maulid Nabi, Haflah or in August it was directly delivered by the kyai who is also the caretaker of the Islamic boarding school related to the issue of tolerance and the importance of unity and unity among fellow human beings, countrymen and people. |
| Civics Learning Activities | Civics learning a sense of unity, and love for the motherland is highly emphasized, as how to live a good life as a nation, so that there is mutual respect between citizens. |
| Ta'awun activities | The application of the nature of ta'awun to the surrounding community includes activities that have become the monthly agenda of the Islamic boarding school, in ta'awun activities the students form social values and a sense of discipline and are responsible for themselves. |
| Fiqh and Moral Material Learning | Giving voting rights to santri to convey their ideas or ideas, the value of santri nationalism in democratic matters and a high level of mutual respect. |
| Giving Sanctions or Punishment | All students are punished the same if they violate the rules that have been set regardless of their intellectual level, parental position or level of standard of living. It aims to form and give students an understanding of the importance of being fair in forming a democratic national character. |
| Flag Ceremony Activities and PHBN | This ceremony was intended to appreciate the services of the heroes who fought tooth and nail for Indonesian independence. So as the next generation of the nation must be willing to take the time to solemnly attend the ceremony as proof of love for the motherland. |
| Social And Mutual Cooperation | Santri routinely gives donations and compensation to orphans or to people in need, self-confidence is deeply instilled in all students and a sense of empathy arises between fellow human beings, that in this life we must help each other. |
| Extracurricular Activities | To preserve the nation's ancestral cultural heritage as well as a fortress to protect oneself from unexpected dangers or threats, apart from that, pencak silat is also an art because usually when there are events at Islamic boarding schools there are always self-defense.
Based on the data above, only Islamic boarding schools which have been considered non-democratic in fact have high democratic values.\textsuperscript{29} We can see the evidence from the strengths that include aspects of learning design activities, learning process activities, socializing activities and activities in the dormitory, monthly activities and santri days, Civics learning activities, ta’awun activities, fiqh, and ahlak learning activities, activities giving sanctions or punishments, flag ceremony activities and PHBN, social and mutual cooperation activities, pencak silat extracurricular activities and others. Based on the author’s findings supported by Nurfarida’s research\textsuperscript{30}, it shows that in terms of strength, Al-Ihsan Islamic boarding school has at least six characteristics that distinguish it from other Islamic boarding schools, namely: integral, moderate, inclusive, holistic, simple and practicing Islam. These six characteristics become the strength of the Al-Ihsan Islamic boarding school when compared to other Islamic boarding schools around it.

Other findings were also supported by Zaini,\textsuperscript{31} which related to the strength of Islamic boarding school education that the existence of Islamic boarding schools in the national education arena is unquestionable because the progress of Islamic boarding schools in educating the nation has produced scientists who are experts in religion and have ahlakul karimah, their role since before Indonesia’s independence. very real by taking part in fighting for the independence of this country, and also in other fields such as da’wah institutions, community empowerment as well as in the field of Education.

Harahap & Syarif\textsuperscript{32} also conducted different research, that the strength of the Subulussalam Modern Islamic Boarding School Foundation has succeeded in developing a business with a trading business model in the Islamic boarding school environment including the S Mart minimarket, gallon water refill depots by empowering human resources and students and female students.

CONCLUSION

An overview of the power of implementing democratic values in a boarding school atmosphere: Learning design activities, Learning process activities, Socializing activities and activities in the dormitory, Monthly activities and students’ days, Civics Learning Activities, Ta’awun activities, Learning activities on fiqh (jurisprudence) and ahlak (character) materials, Activities giving sanctions or punishments, flag ceremony activities and PHBN, social


activities, and cooperation, pencak silat extracurricular activities and others. Socialize more broadly the importance of being democratic, especially in the life of students with various characters and personalities. Besides that, to support better education, the facilities and infrastructure at the Darul Istiqomah Islamic Boarding School need to be improved so that they are adequate so that students have plenty of room to channel their potential. The competence of human resources (educators) is important in achieving success in learning and learning. Because of this, the quality and creativity of educators at Darul Istiqomah Islamic boarding schools need to be improved again so that a pleasant learning atmosphere is created for students and learning objectives are achieved.

Research on "Description of the power of implementing democratic values in an Islamic boarding school atmosphere" has research limitations. This research is more focused on strengths, not the whole series of implementing democratic values in an Islamic boarding school atmosphere. Because, if discussed thoroughly, it is feared that this research will not be able to focus on a detailed discussion. Based on the limitations of the research that has been mentioned, the results of this study can open up new opportunities for further research. In terms of data, further research can analyze more deeply related to the description of weaknesses, strengths, and opportunities with more data and more effective literature.
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